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RLAs 101

• What is a Risk-Limiting Audit?  What is its purpose? *

• A risk-limiting audit (RLA) is a post-election tabulation audit in which a random sample of voted 
ballots is manually examined for evidence that the originally reported outcome of the election is 
correct. As its name suggests, an RLA limits the risk of certifying a contest with the wrong winner. 
(Note:  Kentucky’s RLA Pilot was performed after certification.)

• An RLA gives statistical evidence that the machine-tabulated results are consistent with what a full 
hand count of ballots would reveal. Unlike fixed percentage audits, an RLA limits the risk that the 
wrong election result will be certified due to a tabulation error. These audits also allow jurisdictions 
to strategically allocate resources to check more ballots when needed in close contests, and fewer 
ballots in contests with wider margins.

*Information provided by The Election Group



The Working 
Groups Decision 
on What Type of 
RLA would work 

best for the 
Commonwealth…



The Working Group Chose to have…

a Ballot Polling Audit where individual ballots are retrieved. 

The audit team examines the ballot and records the voter 

markings for the audited contest(s) on a tally sheet. Once all 

the ballots have been examined and voter markings recorded, 

the votes are totaled and the margin of victory for the 

winner(s) is compared to the margin of victory originally 

reported. The audit is looking for a similar or greater margin. 



Random Dice 
Roll Results 

Held at State 
Board 

Meeting on 
Tuesday, 

January 17th



Ballot Manifests were 
created for each of the 
county’s scanners and the 
number of ballots voted 
on each device.

Once the RLA Random 
Generator Tool had the 
Ballot Manifest 
Information, a Random 
Sampling of Ballots was 
created based on the 15-
digit seed that originated 
based on the public dice 
roll

These were the ballots 
pulled, hand counted, and 
tallied for the pilot.

Sample Ballot 
Manifest

List of Ballots Generated 
from the RLA Tool



RLA Spreadsheet Tool used to:

Decide on an estimated sample size based on the votes 
garnered from the winner and runner-up, the chance of 
finishing after one round of counting, the risk limit, and the 
total number of ballots voted in the county from each device.

Take the estimated sample size and the random 15-digit seed 
number which creates the sequence for the random sample list 
of ballots to be pulled for the RLA pilot



The Greatest 
Challenges; 
Lessons Learned…
• Organization of the Ballots

• Space to Perform the RLA

• More Workers Needed

• More Discussion and Planning for:
• Using an RLA with Kentucky’s Closed Primaries

• Holding an RLA prior to Certification



Pulling, Hand Counting, and Tallying of the Random 
Selected Ballots



The Results:
• Fayette was run as a County Only 

RLA pilot

• The other 5 Counties were combined 
for their pilot

• Percentage Results were compared 
between Election Night and the RLA 
Sample Ballots

• Results proved that who won in each 
case was correct; Percentages were 
very similar



Recommendations 
and Questions

• SBE would recommend that the Commonwealth 
hold another pilot program to include more 
counties to implement changes to improve the 
process and continue to strengthen trust in 
Kentucky’s Integrity in Elections.


